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1.    Please list each account and associated amount by account related to the contribution 

prepayment.  Each of the ETEC family of cooperatives made a prepayment to the NRECA 

pension fund in 2013 that was recorded in account 186. 

The prepayments were based on a proposal and information received from NRECA that would 

reduce ETEC’s current and future pension costs. Specific guidance on accounting was given by 

the RUS on this matter.  While ETEC is not certain, we believe that NRECA was trying to bring 

its pension fund to a more fully funded status through the 2013 optional prepayment. There is no 

“prepayment “or any other Pension asset included in any of the ETEC family Attachment O rate 

bases.  The prepayments are being amortized over 10 years through payroll expenses. 

 

2.    For the response to Item 1, what amount by account was applied to satisfy a current 

required minimum funding pension contribution or was a discretionary pension 

contribution above the current minimum required funding?    

See the answer to question 1.  The prepayments were discretionary and was made to guarantee that 

the pension costs for ETEC would not rise annually for several years into the future. 

  

3.    Please describe in detail how the contribution prepayment is the same as or differs from 

a normal pension contribution, an accrued pension cost, a discretionary pension 

contribution, or a prepaid pension contribution.    

The ETEC cooperatives made the prepayment contribution in an effort to reduce current and future 

pension costs.  See the response to question 1.  The ETEC Cooperatives do not include any of the 

prepayment or the unamortized prepayment in rate base on which they earn a return. 

  

4.    Please describe and give details of the circumstances of how and when input from 

transmission customers and FERC was sought for the contribution prepayment decision and 

the results of any input sought.  If no input was sought from either transmission customers 

or FERC, please provide the underlying reasoning why their input was not sought prior to 

ETEC’s decision on the contribution prepayment. 

See the response to Question 1.  NRECA made an offer to reduce the cooperative’s future pension 

costs by making a prepayment in 2013 and specific guidance on accounting was given by the RUS 

on this matter.  
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5.    Please provide a calculated return on assets for the contribution prepayment for the 2016 

test year. 

Not applicable.  See the answer to Question 1.  NRECA maintains the pension asset for 

cooperatives. 

 

6.    For GAAP accounting purposes, how does ETEC calculate pension cost recovered 

through Attachment O? 

Not applicable.  See the answer to Question 1. GAAP requires that the Cooperative contributions 

to the plan are recorded to expense in the year incurred. Because NRECA is a multi-employer plan, 

there are no actuarial estimates or accruals for pension assets/obligations for the ETEC 

cooperatives as is the case with a single employer plan. 

 

7.    Is the amount of pension cost recovered through Attachment O the same amount as the 

contribution made by ETEC to the NRECA Retirement Security Plan? 

No. The amount the ETEC cooperatives recover through their respective Attachment Os is the sum 

of the annual contribution plus the amount of annual amortization of the 2013 pension prepayment. 


